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I. ABOUT CFAP

The Cambodian Farmer Federation Association of 

Agricultural Producers (CFAP) established in 2002, the 

association has reformulated its working policy 

accordingly base on development of the association 

in response to the interests of farmers, especially small 

farmers live in the rural society in Cambodia. The 

association has more than 30 members’ organisations 

in 14 provinces in Cambodia with total members of 

22,475 households, 12,760 household-led females or 

57%. CFAP has more than 100,000 individual affiliated 

farmer members, and about 52% are females. 

CFAP currently focuses on :-

(1). FO’s Institutional Strengthening, 

(2). Climate change and agroecology, 

(3). Policy and Advocacy, 

(4). Value Chains.  
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ABOUT CFAP 
(CONTINUED)

 Further, the association is active in participation in

policy participation, advocacy for farmers,

facilitation to strengthen national farmers'

organisation platform, networking with relevant

stakeholders, and involvement of farmers’

organisations (producer associations and

agricultural cooperatives) in other development

programs.
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II. RATIONALE

 CFAP helps farmers to improve technical agricultural

practices from traditions to new agricultural technical

practices by moving and following slowly the favourable

agricultural standards such as CAM-GAP, CAM-Organic, PGS

and or natural friendly agriculture that can produce healthy

food and that can contribute to preserve the natural

resources and biodiversity by smallholders in the rural society

in Cambodia.

 Moreover, we help protecting farmers and the farming

communities from a wide range of factors that directly

threaten the lives, livelihoods, and dignity of human beings in

the rural society in Cambodia.

 We help smallholders live in the rural areas to get access to

intervention from development partners and government on

water source for irrigation, capacity building/training,

collection centre for collective sales and purchases of local

produces from farmer members and vice versa and

transportation arrangement for delivering produces to target

markets with sustainability though there is threatening by the

pandemic diseases or similar issues in the future.
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RATIONALE (CONTINUED)

 To ensure that farmers could get access to technical support

directly and on time, therefore the local agribusiness advisors

(LABAs) base at each farmers’ organisation and agricultural

cooperative would have established/training accordingly to

ensure that farmers’ organisations have resource persons to

provide technical support to farmer members.

 In order to reduce constraints of smallholders for sales of their

produces on time after harvest, therefore CFAP planned to

create/strengthen one National Farmer Coordination Centre

(NFCC) to facilitate sales and purchases between

companies and members’ organizations. The regional

collection centre (RCC) would have been established and

strengthened accordingly. The RCC play important role to

collect produces from farmer members for

processing/packaging and sales to clients and big

buyers/companies with well transportation arrangement

from the regional collection centres to the target markets as

per agreement. When farmer members produced more than

market demands, therefore the collection centres can play

key roles to storage products at least few days, especially in

the main harvest seasons. The regional collection centres

would have developed further to control the quality of

produces to assure good and safe products before supplying

markets. The RCC would also play further roles to provide

technical advisory support and knowledge sharing for farmer

members and vice versa.
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RATIONALE (CONTINUED)

 The COVID-19 pandemic does not only putting food security
and markets at risk, but also arsing poverty and hungers
additionally with uncovered risks in Cambodia because most
farmer members are smallholders live in rural areas with
fragile family economy. Many young people in Cambodia
are losing city jobs accordingly, thus they come back home
at the countryside to work on agriculture with very limited
agricultural knowledge and finance. CFAP in this regard has
strategized to empower youth and women in participation in
agriculture through capacity building of their extension
workers, modernizing agriculture properly with well structuring
of production from farms to markets and rehabilitation of
water sources for irrigation and conservation of natural
resources.

 In general, CFAP has targeted 55% of women because
women are backbone of economy and they are active in
agriculture and 45% of men. CFAP has clear strategy to
enhance resilience of rural people forward sustainable
agriculture, thus to contribute to large poverty reduction of
the rural people to reach the goal by 2030.

 According to the 2019 census, the Cambodian population is
at 16,524,482 people, including 1,235,993 migrants working
abroad. Around 76.2 percent of the Cambodian population
lives in the countryside and relies on agricultural livelihood
activities, and in 2019, 34 percent of people were employed
in agriculture1. However, rural areas have seen a decreasing
dependency on agricultural incomes and continuing out-
migration to better-paying jobs. This trend is expected to
continue in the future if there is no well prepared strategic
action plans today. The Cambodian population is expected
to reach over 20 million by 2030, and 25 million by 2050.
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III. VISION, MISSION, GOAL

Vision Mission Goal

CFAP Cambodia

CFAP Cambodia 

gets access to 

sustainable 

agriculture, food 

security, social 

solidarity, 

qualitative rural 

livelihoods and 

peace.

To strengthen the 

FOs’ Institutions 

forward 

organizational and 

financial 

sustainability

To enable farmers 

to get access to 

knowledge base 

(Agri techniques, 

processing, 

packaging and 

supply)

To collaborate 

with relevant 

stakeholders such 

as private sector, 

experts, 

development 

agencies and 

public sector.

Faming family and 

people live in the 

farming 

communities have 

qualitative 

livelihoods

Cambodia people 

live with dignity 

and freedom

Farmers get 

access to policy 

support on 

agriculture, water, 

capital, market, 

rural infrastructure, 

and



IV. OUR STORIES FROM THE FIELD
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Story from a small farmer 
member

Story from Agricultural 
Cooperative

Mr. Tith and Mrs. Sokhar Sambou Meanchey Agricultural 
Cooperative



STORY FROM THE FIELD

Mrs. Yos Sokhar, aged 52 years old is an active farmer live in 

Basac village, Basac commune, Svay Chrum district, Svay Rieng 

province. She is married with Mr. Keo Tith, aged 66 years old a 

retired soldier, now he also become a full time farmer and 

active on his small-scale farm with his wife to grow vegetable 

and some other crops just around their house.  They have one 

daughter aged 20 years old, and an adopted nephew aged 

18 years old. Mrs. Sokhar started growing vegetable in 2002 with 

land size of about 100 Sq meters with old practices.

After establishment of BASAC commune farmers’ association, 

now BASAC agricultural cooperative in 2007, her family 

registered as a member. Since then, her family received various 

agricultural technical training courses and advisory supports 

from the Cambodian Farmer Federation Association of 

Agricultural Producers (CFAP) on vegetable and animals 

production.

Now, Mr. Tith and Mrs. Sokhar have expanded their farm land 

size from 100 Sq meters to 500 Sq meters for multi vegetables 

and about 2500 Sq meters from paddy rice field. 
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STORY FROM THE FIELD (CONT’)

Due threats of climate change, therefore Mrs. Sokhar and Mr. 

Tith received a net house from the project. They were very 

happy because they can not afford a net house as it is too 

expensive for small farmers like them. He said net house 

provided more advantages from water management to crops 

protection, soil quality improvement and weather impacts.

Mrs. Sokhar and Mr. Tith grows different varieties of crops such 
as Chai Sim, Kale, Salad, Long bean, Cucumber, Tomato, 

Cabbage, Bitter melon, Ridged gourd, Okra, Spinach, 

Cauliflower and many other crops on their opened small-scale 

farm. 

In average, their family earn from 35,000Riels or USD8.75 to 

40,000Riels or USD10.00 a day for a period of about 180 days 

annually. 
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PLEASE WATCH A VIDEO FOR HIS 

FURTHER DESCRIPTION.
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AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE ENGAGES IN 
BUSINESSES

Sambo Meanchey Agricultural Cooperative found in 2010 with 

88 household members, 45 females. The cooperative started 

with the capital of 8 011 000Riels about USD2003. The 

cooperative became a member of CFAP since 2017. The 

cooperative bases in Sambo village, Sopheas commune, 

Steung Strong district, Kampong Cham province, south east of 

Cambodia, now the cooperative has a total member of 689 

households, 391 females.

Though farmer members registered , but they still produced and 

sold individually at that time. In 2015 the cooperatives had 

revitalized and focused on collection of agricultural products 

from farmer members for sale collectively to companies and 

national markets in Phnom Penh with amount of 300 Kilograms 

of lemon grass and some multiple crops additionally and 

accordingly daily.

Today, the cooperative focuses on 4 main products as follow:-

1. Agri credit

2. Agri inputs sales

3. Supply vegetable, paddy rice, rice seed, lemon grass, and 

fruits

4. Transportation services, and
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AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE ENGAGES IN 
BUSINESSES (CONT’)

Since 2019 onward, the cooperative has increased number of 

lemon grass producers and is capable to supply the amount of 

lemon grass of 8-10 tons daily in harvest season or about 

1000tons/year. Moreover the cooperative has contracted for 

sales of 30 liters of lemon grass oil per month, 500tons of paddy 

rice and 360 tons of rice seed annually and some other 

businesses involved. Currently, the cooperative has capital of 

3,124,806,500Riels or USD781,206.

In the outbreak pandemic in 2020 till present, however the 

cooperative has challenges on supplying target markets 

because the order amount for some companies was reduced.

The cooperative is now needed to strengthen the financial 

management, marketing management and knowledge on 

processing, packaging, lemon grass soil improvement, 

transportation and storage. The cooperative wishes to 

collaborate with companies leaders, financial institution(s) and 

public sector.
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V. PRIORITY AREAS

1. Improve quality of production of farmer 

members to meet high market demands by 

applying agroecological practices  (Natural 

Friendly Agricultural Practices, PGS and or CAM 

Organic and or CAM GAP)

2. Improve access of farmer members and FOs/PAs 

on collective sales and purchases (Inputs sales to 

farmer members and vice versa).

3. Improve access of members’ organisations to 

finance to engage agriculture to businesses  

(Access to grant and loan)

4. Policy participation and advocacy (Farmers’ 

rights, soil, water, agriculture, biodiversity, 

agroecology, and education for rural young 

farmer)

5. FOs’ institutional strengthening (organizational 

and financial management and leadership) 
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THANK YOU 
FOR 

YOUR ATTENTION!

website: 

www.cfap-cambodia.org
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